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Virginia-born U.S. Army veteran Harold Cruz (1916-2005) began his writing career as a playwright and communist theater critic, publishing regularly in the Daily Worker in the late 1940s and early 1950s. But by the mid-1960s, Cruz had abandoned the Communist Party, accepted singular black nationalism, attacked what he saw as the racial distortions of the
Sun's Porgy and Bess and Raisins, and worked with Amiri Barraca to build a Black Arts Repertory Theater/School in Harlem. In 1967, Cruz published a polemical history that had a major impact on the long and easy Tour de Force, the crisis of black intellectuals, and the first wave of Black Studies scholarships. Denouncing what it saw as the illusion of
several generations of left-based black writers as an asnedist, the crisis also prosecuted the growing call for black power. In effect, the idea of black power overshadows defeat without explaining its basic reasons or flaws in the original strategy, Cruz writes. Reflecting on the re-publication of the anniversary of the crisis in 2007, critic Scott McClemmie
regarded Cruz's research as one of the classic works of American cultural criticism. If the author sometimes looks grumpy. On the strength of the crisis, the degreeless Cruz was hired to teach in the Afro-American Studies Program at the University of Michigan, where he was a professor until the mid-1980s. The FBI kept the files in Cruse from 1950 to 1969,
hoping to recruit him first as an informant for the masked Communist Party. In 1968, after the success of the black intellectual intellectual crisis was included in the FBI library, bureau agents posing as travel agents called Cruze's New York apartment on a pretext phone, hoping to discover plans for international travel. Cruse Part 1 Crease Part 2 Title Cruise,
Harold Described FBI Documents Studying Harold Kruse. Creator FBI Publishers FBI Date 1950-1969 Rights Materials are in the public domain. Format text, 76 PDF, 400 ppi language English type text coverage 1950-1969 1916-2005 When the crisis of authors, educators and social critics black intellectuals was first released, it was praised as a
revolutionary work and its author Harold Cruz was praised as one of the great philosophers of the Black Arts Movement (BAM). But Cruse felt little to do with BAM's various artists, philosophers and writers. The crisis of black intellectuals, in fact, not only a major component of the movement, but prominent black leaders of the time, accused them of being too
confined to one realm. According to AOL Black Voice columnist William Jelani Cobb, Cruz went his own way, created an intelligent middle road, from which he attacked all schools of thought and chose a wide range of topics.Black America is about to get to the bottom of its most entrenched problem. Harold Wright Cruz was born in Petersburg, Va., on March
8, 1916. His family, made up of his father and stepmot, moved to New York as a child. His aunt helped spark his interest in becoming a playwright by taking him to plays and musicals. After graduating from high school, he worked as a film editor and clerk before joining the Army during World War II. From 1941 to 1945, he was stationed in various places
such as Italy and North Africa. After completing his stint in the military traveling his own way, Cruz briefly attended City College in New York. According to the Detroit Free Press, Mara Julius, a longtime associate of Cruz's, said, He was self-educated. He was an avid reader and spent a lot of time in the library. For a while, Cruz was a member of the
Communist Party. He contributed drama and literary reviews for the party's newspaper, The Daily Worker. But he left the party because he felt it was narrowing the black experience. Cruz returned to his first love, the script. In the 1950s, he wrote several plays. He also wrote an essay that helped cement him as one of Black America's leading social critics.
Kruse co-founded the Black Arts Repertory Theatre and School with the poet Amiri Barraca (then Leroy Jones). He also taught and directed black history at school and was the stage director of various productions. In 1967, Critical Evaluation and Crisis of Black Intellectuals were released. The Independent of London(UK) called the book the most definitive
criticism and most lucid analysis of [N]egro intelligence of the race relations impasse in America. The New Yorker said Cruz's work infuriates almost everyone. The book sought black autonomy and has been used in many classrooms since its release, causing much debate about the state of black America. The release in the late 1960s occurred during the
civil rights era, the full throat of the black arts movement, and the birth of the Black Power movement. But he was neither Afro-centric or in favor of integration, so there was no move appreciated by Cruz. In the crisis of black intellectuals, Cruse covered all the issues and major contributions that dealt with black America in the 20th century. He criticized various
denominations, including liberals and communists, despite his brief affiliation with the latter. He is also the founder of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). He helped a small number of people, including B Dubois, actor/activist Paul Robson, playwright Lorraine Hansberry and writer James Baldwin. The New York Times
reported that black people have their own political, economic, social, and their own political, economic, social, and their own political, economic, social, and their own political, economic, social, andThe foundation of working on all fronts towards accommodation with capitalism changed by the New Deal many have been made to think of Cruse's work,
inspirational and praised as cutting edge. The book became the main stay in academia. His critics felt he was biased against women and various other minorities. But this did not deter him from crying or silence him. After the release of The Crisis of Black Intellectual Intellectual Intellectuals, Cruse beed a lecture at the University of Michigan, where he
became a professor at the university even though he did not have a college degree. He helped create the school's Center for Afro-American and African Studies and served as interim director in 1972. He obtained a term and then became an emeritus professor of history and African American studies in 1984. Cruse, who went on to write about black issues,
also wrote Rebellions and Revolutions?, Marxist and Black Struggle, and The Multiple but Equal: A Critical Study of Blacks and Minorities and America's Multi-Society. His work was also included in several anthology, and Essential Harold Cruz: Readers, edited by William Jelani Cobb, was released in 2002. In a review by Essential Harold Cruz, Sherri Barnes
of the Library Journal said, Cruz's legacy is awe-inspiring, and this new work is strongly recommended for public and academic libraries. In his later years, Cruz's health began to fail. Nevertheless, Cruz planned to eventually answer his critics, but Cruse died of congestive heart failure on March 25, 2005, before he began working on his follow-up to the crisis.
In addition to his longtime companion Mara Julius, Cruz is survived by two second-daughter sisters, Shirley Toke and Catherine Jones. Both live in Virginia. Writer Morefi Kete Asante said in an article on his Asante website that Cruz is undoubtedly one of the sharpest minds of the 20th century. Among African-American intellectuals, he is almost self-taught,
steeped in activist traditions and working on social, economic and cultural justice, with a focus on his own cultural history. In a review of Clews' multiple but equals, National Review's Joseph Sobran commented that Cruz's writings and observations are for those who think in terms of how the world really works, not the way he wants it to be. His prescription is
not ideological, Cobb said in his column on the AOL Black Voice website, noting that social commentators are (u)n sentimental, modest, and the truth is sometimes not charitable. Cruz had nothing to do with the niceness of the cotton mouth. He wanted to speak the truth of sharp words. Harold Clews's social criticism of black American institutions may have
separated him from other philosophers of his generation, but it put him among the few who offered solutions to the improvement of the African diaspora, without using clichés or popular slogans. SelectBlack Intellectual Crisis, Morrow, 1967. Rebellion or revolution?, Morrow, 1968. The Multiple but Equal: Black and Minority and American Multiple Societies,
Morrow, Critical Study of 1987. Essential Harold Cruz: Readers, William Jelani Cobb, 2002, International Herald Tribune, New York, March 31, 2005, P. 2. Jets, April 18, 2005, P. 39. Library Journal, March 15, 2002, P. 95. National Review, September 11, 1987, P. 64-65. The New Yorker, February 3, 1968. The New York Times, March 30, 2005, P. A15.
Publishers Weekly, February 11, 2002, p. 180. Independent, London, England, April 6, 1002, p. 39. online Harold Cruz (July 6, 2005). Harold Kruse, Black Arts Movement, eng499/people/cruse.html (July 11, 2005). Harold Kruse, Infotrack Custom Newspaper Southfield Public Library, Southfield, Michigan, : 2057/itw/infomark/0/1/1/purl=rc6_SP02?
sw_aep=lom_mspl (July 11, 2005). Harold Kruse and afrocentric theory, Asante, www.asante.net/articles/cruise-asante.html (July 6, 2005). Harold Kruse: Author, Activist, Professor U-M, Detroit Freep.com/news/obituaries/cruse28e_20050328.htm (July 6, 2005). Imperfections of the Past: The Truth of the Sharp Tongue, Homage to Harold Cruz, AOL Black
Voice, (July 6, 2005). 2005).
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